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SHIVA AUTOMATIC PINHOLE ALIGNMENT 

Gregory ,1. Suski 
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory 

Livermore, California °45^0 

INTRODUCTION 

Shiva is a 30 terawatt glass laser system which was developed at Lawrence 
Livermore National Laboratory and is designed to support investigations into 
the feasibility of generating power from controlled thermonuclear fusion 
reactions. 

This paper describes a computer controlled closed loop alignment subsystem 
for Shiva, which represents the first use of video senses for large laser 
alignment at LLNL. The techniques used on this now operational subsystem are 
serving as the basis for all closed loop alignment on Nova, the 200 terawatt 
successor to Shiva. 

In the laser driven approach to thermonuclear fusion, pellets filled with 
deuterium and tritium (D-T) a-e compressed to extremelv hiqh densities for 
very short periods of time using high energy light beams. As the fuel core 
compresses, its temperature rises until ignition occurs. This thermonuclear 
burn rapidly consumes the fuel, giving off energy, 

Shiva is a one pass laser system in which a single 100 picosecond to 1 
nanosecond pulse of 1.06 micron light finfrared) is split into twenty parallel 
paths. Each path is expanded and amplified until the light beam emerges at a 
20 cm diameter with over 500 joules of energy. The twenty beams are focused 
on a target pellet 1.00 to 500 microns in diameter, and the resultant reaction 
effects are acquired and recorded for subsequent analysis, 

*Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department nf Energy bv the 
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory under Contract No. W-7405-Eng-48. 
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LASER ALIGNMENT 

Nearly all alignment operations (pointing, centerinq, focusing) in Shiva 
are performed using optical components manipulated by computer (DEC LSI-11) 
driven stepping motors. Commands to move motors originate either directly 
from operator switch panels or from software closed loop alignment programs 
residing in one of the 50 other computers in the control system network. 

In Shiva, one of the major operations preparatory to each shot was the 
centering of the 120 spatial filter pinholes. During an actual target shot, 
the coherent laser pulse will pass through six stages of spatial filtering in 
each arm of the laser to improve beam quality. A pinhole mounted on a 3 axis 
stepping motor driven gimbal is located at the focus point inside the spatial 
filter. Proper centering of the pinhole to allow unobstructed passage of the 
beams is required. An optical arranqement facilitates changing the focus 
point of the beam during preparatory alignment operations, allowing over 
illumination of the pinholes. The video sensor, lookinq at the output of the 
chain,-views the pinhole as a magnified disc (Fig. 1) which can be centered 
manually (through computer driven control panels) by an operator looking at a 
TV screen. A crosshair mounted in the output sensor is available to assist 
this operation. 

Using two operators working in parallel, the alignment procedure for all 
pinholes required approximately 4 man hours for each shot. This document 
describes the automatic alignment function which was added to Shiva to yield a 
simplified alignment process requiring 1/2 hour of operator and real time. 
This process has accomplished three major functions: 

Reduced manpower required for pinhole alignment, thus improving shot 
turn-around time. 

Increased the reliability of pinhole alignment by improving the con
sistency (qualitative evaluations eliminated). 
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Proof of the viability of using a video based closed loop alignment 
system in large laser systems of this type. This technique will be 
used in all alignment sensors in Nova, the 200 terawatt upgrade to 
Shiva. 

BACKGROUND 

The alignment control subsystem was fully operational at the time the 
decision to develop an automatic pinhole alignment system was made, and, 
although the control system was not specifically designed to support this 
task, the flexibility of its distributed computer architecture was well suited 
to incorporating such a major functional enhancement. 

A review of alternative approaches to implementing automatic pinhole align
ment determined that the use of the same sensor employed by laser operators to 
manually align the pinholes (the IBD vidicon) would provide the most reliable, 
verifiable, and flexible approach. This implied that we would need to perform 
sufficient image processing on each sensor "query" to allow extraction of posi
tion information, irrespective of substantial fluctuations in image noise, 
background variations, or contrast. 

Our major effort then was focused on the issue of what types of image 
analysis techniques could perform these operations consistently and reliably 
while not exceeding the computational capability of the alignment subsystem's 
single PDP-11/34 minicomputer. 

DESIGN CRITERIA 

The primary objective of this task was to implement a computer driven auto
matic alignment system for the 120 pinholes in Shiva which would reduce both 
the manpower and time required for their alignment as mV. as improve the 
consistency of pinhole alignment by eliminating qualitative interpretations of 
the video images. 
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To meet this goal, we derived the following set of design criteria: 

1. Analysis of each sensor image must be completed in an average time 
of less than two seconds using the Alignment subsystem's PDP-11/34 
computer. 

2. The image analysis results must be insensitive to variations in 
contrast, focus, background intensity, image defects, and random 
noise. 

3. The image analysis algorithm must be biased so as to minimize the 
probability of accepting an image (e.g., of a pinhole) as valid 
(pinhole present and discernible), at the risk of rejecting margi
nal, yet valid, images. This is to ensure that pinholes which are 
declared aligned by the system are in fact properly aligned. 

4. Sufficient operator controls and status feedback mechanisms must be 
made available to allow the operator to monitor and verify correct 
operation of the system. 

PINHOLE ALIGNMENT SUBSYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

The automatic pinhole alignment system implementation effort included 
minor hardware upgrades to the existing Alignment subsystem equipment, plus a 
substantial software effort to provide the three fundamental functions of 
automatic control, operator input, and operational status. 

Hardware Configuration 

The overall subsystem architecture consists of a PDP-l'J/34 minicomputer 
which provides high level operator interaction and control functions. It 
interconnects the alignment subsystem components using Shivanet network links 
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employing fiber optic communications paths to 27 LSI-11 microcomputer based 

control processors. Figure 2 i l lustrates the components relevent to the auto

matic pinhole alignment subsystem. Operator commands and subsystem status 

display are processed directly by the PDP-11/34 minicomputer. To support the 

automatic alignment of pinholes, two hardware extensions to the subsystem were 

implemented. A Quantex video digit izer with 512 x 512 resolution was inter

faced to the PDP-11/34 to allow capture and digit izat ion of the analog video 

sensor data. A channel selection interface to the Shiva video switching 

system was implemented to allow selection of which video sensor is to be 

examined. 

Functional Software Overview 

In the original alignment subsystem, suff icient software existed such that 

direct operator commands to move the stepping motors controlling a pinhole 

could be in i t iated from the operator switch panel LSI-11 processor via commands 

routed through the PDP-11/34, through the local pinhole control processor, and 

f ina l l y to the stepping motor control processor. Status data was returned 

from the control processor in a similar manner. 

Since al l control and status information passed through the PDP-11/34, i t 

was also possible to originate and receive control and status commands direct ly 

in the PDP-11/34. Since i t is also the most powerful computer in the Alignment 

subsystem, the PDP-11/34 was chosen as the logical location for the software 

reguired to process images and control the automatic pinhole alignment se

quence. The major software elements developed for the PDP-11/34 were (Fig, 3): 

Focused Spot Analysis -

An image processing algorithm designed to rel iably determine the 

location of a focused spot on the image. 
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Pinhole Analysis -

An image processing algorithm which determines the center location of a 
backlighted pinhole as imaged onto the IBD vidicon (appears as a soft 
focused disk). 

Translation Matrix Determination -

The mapping of the X and Y motion of the motors connected to a given 
pinhole stage and the actual distance and direction of travel as imaged 
on the IBD vidicon is determined dynamically by offsetting each pinhole 
known amounts from a centered position and measuring resulting 
displacements in the video image. 

Reference Point Determination -
Applies focused spot analysis to determine the reference point to which 
pinholes are to be aligned. 

Pinhole Alignment -
Controls sequencing and alignment operations for the actual pinhole 
alignment procedure. 

Plasma Panel Control -
Accepts operator commands to the pinhole system. 

Color Status Display -

Displays status of each pinhole stage. 

Function Control -
Interprets operator commands and dispatches functions to appropriate 
program sections. 
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Video ID Control -
Sends commands to an interface connected to the CHOP system (which is 
the arm of the alignment subsystem located nearest the video system 
controller) to disable the generation of identifying channel numbers 
(the video switching system normally inserts these identifiers into the 
video image, obscuring part of the display). 

Video Selection -
Sends commands to the panel processor which selects the video sensor 
channel to be fed into the video digitizer. 

VIDEO ANALYSIS 

We employ two video analysis schemes, each particularly suited to the 
image being analyzed - focused spot or backlighted pinhole disc. Both 
algorithms must meet three criteria: 

1. Speed - With only one video processing element in the system, analyses 
must be performed quickly and have relatively low computational require
ments compared to traditional image processing applications. 

2. Contrast/Noise Independent - Each of the 20 sensors and illumination 
levels is sufficiently different that a wide variation in random noise, 
beam irregularities; and contrast ratios is exhibited. The image 
analysis algorithms used must be insensitive of these variations. 

3. Accuracy - Each algorithm used must include checks to verify that in 
fact the correct image has been analyzed and processed. Verification 
must be conservatively weighted, i.e., it is better to declare a valid 
image unprocessable than to declare an invalid image processed. 
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Focused Spot Analysis 

With a sufficiently high contrast image such as a focused spot, i t is 
possible to use intensity populations and coordinate averaging to determine 
the location of the center point, Figure 4 illustrates the intensity distr i
bution for a typical focused spot image (Fig. 5). The large collection of 
points near center at an intensity level of approximately 45 corresponds to 
the background. The small peak near intensity level 110 corresponds to the 
majority of the points inside the focused spot. This latter peak may be 
almost indistinguishable i f the the spot has a widely varying intensity distri
bution. The technique we employ, therefore, is to identify and eliminate the 
points clearly associated with the image background. The average X and Y 
coordinates of the remaining (higher) intensity points are then taken as the 
center point of the spot. The number of points in this category yields a 
measure of the size of the spot and can be used to draw a square border along 
its boundaries on the operator's video monitor. 

Rejecting the Background 

The analysis algorithm performs a 1?8 x 128 resolution scan of the video 
image, computing its intensity distribution. The background is characterized 
by a triangle centered on the midpoint between the halfway population points 
(Fig. 4; a, b). The point where the triangle intercepts the intensity axis at 
the high intensity side 0 is considered the boundary of the background. The 
midpoint 0 between 0 and 0 , the maximum intensity point, is taken as the 
lower intensity boundary for the object (focused point). /»11 points above 
this level are considered object pointr and contribute to the calculation of 
average X and Y coordinates. 



Satisfying the Criteria 

This technique satisfies the speed requirement by requiring a fixed sample 
set and series of calculations for any image. It is only valid for high con
trast images. High intensity contributions from image noise tend to be random 
and do not significantly affect the final result. Since this step is performed 
only once at the beginning of the alignment procedure, operator verification 
is adequate and normally accomplished by examining the annotated focused spot 
image (Fig. 5) for each chain. 

Pinhole Analysis 

Pinholes are imaged on the IBD vidicons as disks by insertion of a beam 
expanding lens at the input rf each laser arm. The discs are generally poorly 
focused and often low contrast on a non-uniform background. Variations in the 
image arise due to occlusions in the beam (damage spots on glass), intensity 
variations in the illumination laser, and damage in the vidicon itself. 
Changes in the background intensity often result in large areas which can be 
more intense than portions of the pinhole itself. A color enhancement of a 
typical pinhole image (Fig. 6) indicates a large background area (green) which 
is actually more intense than portions of the left edge of the pinhole image. 
Applying the intensity distribution technique for focused spots to such images 
would yield center points positions which are substantially biased by these 
background levels. In Fig. 7 we see that a horizontal sample line of this 
pinhole shows significant differences in intensity at the pinhole edges. High 
frequency noise variations are also evident, as sre large low frequency vari
ations within the pinhole itself due to interference effects on the coherent 
alignment beam. 

For these images, therefore, we use an edge detection algorithm which 

* Eliminates high frequency noise effects. 

* Is insensitive to intensity fluctuations internal to the pinhole. 
* Satisfies the speed requirement. 
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The need to meet the speed criteria has led us to develop an algorithm 
which uses a minimum of computer time and image data but which employs know
ledge of the characteristics of the pinholes (size, expected responses to 
commands) to automatically verify the validity of analysis. 

Figure 8 illustrates the fundamental concept used in the edge detection 
algorithm. A "window" wide enough to eliminate high frequency noise effects 
but sufficiently narrow to capture low frequency edge variations is applied at 
a specific sample rate over elements in a vertical or horizontal scan line. 
The sun of points on one arm of this window is subtracted from the sum 
elements on the other arm at each sample location. This yields a difference 
value which tends towards a maximun or minimim as the window passes over an 
edge. The calculation is performed using a horizontal and vertical sample 
rate which is adjusted by the expected pinhole diameter to yield a fixed 
nunber of scan lines intercepting the pinhole (Fig. •?). This adjustment is 
performed in order to minimize the time spent processing large pinholes where 
high resolution scans would be inappropriate. 

A plot of the difference vector resulting from this computation, using a 
typical window width, is shown in Fig. 10. High frequency variations have 
been largely eliminated and large peaks corresponding to the outside pinhole 
edges can be observed, as well as a substantial peak within the pinhole 
i tself . At this point, a threshold is determined by finding the minimum and 
maximum difference values. Scans are then executed from the low and high 
coordinate ends of this difference vector for the f i rs t minimun and maximum 
peak exceeding a fixed percentage of this threshold. The coordinates of these 
peaks become the designated pinhole edges for the given scan line. This 
procedure ensures that peaks within the pinhole are not observed and thus 
falsely detected as edges. As part of an integrity check, edges which are 
separated by less than 2535 of the diameter of the pinhole are rejected to 
eliminate lines in which no pinhole or just a small portion of the pinhole 
appears. 
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A scan is also rejected i f both edge peaks do not exceed an internally 

stored threshold "x" . This is one of the most important parameters, as i t 

controls whether the scan operation accepts low intensity background 

variations as part of a pinhole image. 

The correct value of x for a given image varies according to image con

t rast , edge definit ion (focus), and the degree of intensity variation within 

the pinhole i tse l f . I f , on a given pass over image, too few or too many lines 

with seemingly valid edge intercepts are found, the value of x is adjusted 

downward or upward, and a rescan is performed. This continues for a given 

image unt i l either a suitable nunber of intercepts is found or no threshold 

adjustment is successful. 

Newly adjusted values of x are retained according to chain number. Since 

contrast for a chain remains constant for each pinhole, the value of x calcu

lated for the f i r s t stage analyzed wi l l in general be correct for succeeding 

stages, enhancing the speed of operation. 

Criteria Analysis 

This algorithm meets the requirement of speed by using reduced scan 

resolutions and low line sample rates to reduce the total number of points 

processed. In addition, retention of x, the contrast/focus quotient, on a per 

chain basis allows analyses to proceed at a rate which is relat ively indepen

dent of contrast variations across chains. Accuracy of the determination of 

the pinhole center point can be verif ied by the operator (Fig. 11) but is 

normally accomplished automatically via two consistency checks: 

1. The nunber of valid edge intercepting lines must be within 

predicted l im i ts . 

2. The size of the pinhole must be within the expected range. 
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Further v e r i f i c a t i o n s are performed as par t of the alignment a lgor i thm (see 

below). 

Table 1 

VIDEO ANALYSIS COMPARISON 

Focused Pinhole 
Spot Disc 

.7 sec 1.8 sec 

.7 sec 1.4 sec 

.7 sec 8.0 sec 

9712 2000 -* 14000 

Intensity 
Distribution 

Edge detection 

Manual 
(Visual) 

Automatic 

High contrast 
for accuracy 

Known pinhole 
diameter for 
verification 

Translation Matrix Calculation 

Since each pinhole stage is at a different magnification point in the 
chain, and the IBD sensors are mounted at irregular angles with respect to the 
axes of motion, a matrix which relates displacements on the vidicon image to 
stepping motor motions must be used to map required position adjustments on a 
stage by stage basis. This matrix is dynamically determined by the pinhole 
alignment system at operator command, and recomputed only when changes in the 
laser configuration (e.g., pinhole sizes, magnification) are performed. 

Speed per image AVERAGE 
MINIMUM 
MAXIMUM 

NO. PTS PROCESSED 

Technique 

Verification 

Requires: 
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To calculate the proper translation values for a given pinhole, a centered 

pinhole is moved a known number of steps along the horizontal, then vertical 

axis. Image displacement is measured and the proper scale and translation 

factors are then computed and stored. The entire process consumes approxi

mately 30 minutes for all 120 pinholes. 

Alignment Process 

When processing each image during a typical alignment session, the follow

ing steps are applied: 

1. The nuneric legend normally inserted into each image by the video 

switching system is disabled ( i f not already) by a command sent to 

an interface nn the CHOP system, 

2. The switching systan is sent a command (through an interface on one 

of the central switch panel processors ^ to select the video channel 

(sensor) desired. 

3. The video digit izer is strobed to capture the next frame of data. 

4. The captured image is analyzed and center point (position) data 

extracted using either the focused beam or pinhole algorithm. 

Reference Point 

In the f i r s t step of the alignment of a given laser chain's pinholes, the 

focused b'.-am, which is adjusted by the operator to a centered posit ion, is 

located by the pinhole software and i ts position stored as the reference point 

for further alignment. 
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Alignment 

Pinholes are processed starting from the earliest stages. The process 
includes the following steps: 

1. Move all pinholes in the arm except the one being processed to the 
"out" position. Move the pinhole to be processed to the previously 
declared center point. 

2. Determine pinhole location using image analysis; measure offset 
from reference point; use the Translation Matrix to compute 
required adjustments i f any; send command to appropriate motor 
controller to initiate motion. 

3. Repeat step 2 for each enabled arm. 

4. After each stage's motion is complete, check the results, if the 
desired location has not been reached, perform step 2 again. 
(Desired location is often not reached on the f i rs t attempt due to 
beam occlusions affecting the apparent pinhole size, to poor focus 
which lowers rel iabi l i ty of the analysis, and to other image 
degrading factors.) This process (Steps 2-1) is repeated up to 3 
times if necessary. Continued failure to align implies a system 
problem or error on the translation matrix and results in a trouble 
indication for that stage to the system operator. 

5. If the desired location has been reached, the motor positions are 
declared as the center point location completing processing for 
that stage. 

Since all or any selection of laser arms can be processed in parallel, the 

pinhole algorithm achieves a speed benefit by overlapping the analysis of an 

image on one arm with the slewing of motors on the others, 
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SUMMARY 

The automatic pinhole alignment system has met the technical ob ject ives of 

speed, accuracy, and v e r i f i c a t i o n by u t i l i z i n g a ser ies of algorithms and 

analysis techniques designed to minimize computational requirements, wh i le 

maintaining adequate information content to ensure va l id processing of the 

images. 

This is the f i r s t use of video sensors as part of an automatic alignment 

system f o r large glass lasers at LLL, and i t has served to prove the f e a s i b i l 

i t y of the concept. We have resolved, i n p a r t i c u l a r , the issue of whether the 

substant ia l var ia t ions in video images could be processed e f f i c i e n t l y and 

r e l i a b l y over long periods of operat ion. This approach w i l l form the basis 

fo r a l l alignment contro l i n the Nova Laser System now under const ruc t ion . 
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CLOSED LOOP ALIGNMENT THROUGH IMAGE PROCESSING 
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SOFTWARE ELEMENTS IN AUTOMATIC 
PINHOLE ALIGNMENT 
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INTENSITY DISTRIBUTION FOR FOCUSED SPOT 
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Fig. 6. Color Enhanced Pinhole Image 
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Fig. 11 Annotated Pinhole Image After Analysis 



Fig, 12 Operator Control Touch Panel for Automatic Pinhole AHgnnent System 



Fig. 13 Color Status Display for liutOMtic Pinhole Analysis 


